












BOUM

boum!

{thot the speakers was bloor out}

as the base guitar seems to be not able to make sound through them

then i realized their cardboard

sometimes i can be so silly

sometimes i can be so brutal to myself

a crowd forms anyway



scyntheciszer forms into a little prayerBOOK  

the schynthisyszer  goes into the forest backword

i know the schynth from its flavor

..................impressed?

you know me from sine waves



Get BLOOR OuT!

you shall obey no-frequency

all bonk capsule does is equals system GO

it could might be punishment okay
but ‘these thots men have (as gorgons)’
she use to tell me ‘get blent or get dead’



Mr. MAGiCless MuSHroOm

i did a acrosstic

for you in my spare time 

i am a warloard

i am loard & master





a NaRRow gLITCH

dungens & dragons
bow to the necrodelic rites

one two three four five
one two three fore five
one two thrre four fvie
one   two three fore five
one two three four five
one tso three four five



Eep!

this formless dream,                                     
          {         }

pick from three paths of wisdom:

the red powder endows one with forceful knowledge 
of hypnotic & density-love

the blue powder makes you do like amazing 
acrobatic moves or secret ninja

all that yellow stuff is a stone cold trip

DO NOT TAKE YELLOW POWDER 
(unless you are cold-blood mister #1 badass on planet, OK?)



scinTh PARade

attention! the analog is true weapon

of mass erection, all hail.  super then

squirming METAL-no yes police : schy-

ntheszcier wiggls / teenyweeny wiggys’

window get so-groovy inna rippytime





ROHYPnoL

i was feeling blue

i was feeling down so i reached for a yummy bag of leachey fruit snacks

is that how you spell leachey?

anyway instead of those things it was rohip-

                                   Rohipnall

           ra          roh

               rahipnal              
rohipnoll    

you know the rape one

i don’t want to look it up

i don’t know where my dictionary is

and it probably wouldn’t be in there because it’s like a trademark or whatever

i’m still feeling down

i’m still feeling blue so i won’t go look for my dictionary

leachey would maybe be there

but not the thing i just took

this date-rape drug’s got me fucked up instead of fruit snacks



HYPOtenUSE RoDeo

desend like griffens!

your turntable’s enough pleasure
u-turn tables . . . . . . baby, won’t you fight my fire?

it’s a trap it’s a TRAP it’s a hat



Do NoT yield to INVasion

my believers are legion;

my megaphone-style city

is totally cute and scary

i use it to appease no man,

with no regard for honor

or loyalty



BLOORDom

the liquid doll service 
breaks in two a thousand crunchies



tEENage mutent ninja FUCK Heads

“gamera is better than gojira”
       —dead fuker Mike

has you boogied this 
dateRape drug yet?

has it got blore hm?  

turtlepower (duh)

trick is waaaaay out now sorry       
  





Sabburo Nice-OH

this is a Special dedication for

the Thrash-Hop Super Star ‘97

waiting to execute world doom

from a boombox vault of sky.

this is ‘cowabunga’ shout-OUT 

for all over electrical Taisocore:

the white wolf that burns so cool  

to generate giant pink crackle!



MeLT in’ poT,,,,,   

hey groovey, smoke thes cheeba

all right now

take a spill

take a S-pill while your at it

the orange ones on the speaker



Pressed UPON by growths

EXAMINATION OF THE MAXILLARY SINUS IS MADE 
WITH THE PATIENT IN A DARK ROOM AND WITH AN 
ELECTRIC LIGHT PLACED IN THE MOUTH

i have got a drug tumer

do you know how this is like?

my tumer is so big it gets the other tumers
and forms a band

he plays base guitar

i have got a drug so i feed it to the tumers

every time i have a drug i give it to them

so that they will keep playing hard rock noises

is really so superfun 

you should come some time and hear a tumer make a squirt on a base



SkriNtH 

take the beatss backwoods 

or suffer harsh ultimate penalty

the ironclad fist strikes a MXR trog

-lodyte to find a squirming

that squeals that hiss that

thump that spunk’s out blip n’ faart 



Flippin’ BITS

here are some noise to flip bits
(from 0 to 1 in 6,000 seconds)

black hole universe equals 10120 bits

this is so many things i forgot to think them

from a bit to a bot no distance 

i broke it
i broke it yoko
i broke it oh no 

mike broke it he took a mic break

boum, mike

happy boum parade over digi-box

mike (dead-fuck):  “me perduter es badooter!”



Meta-fiZz!

i was just thinking
of that scene in the led zepplin movie
where robert plant’s a viking 
and he eats a mushroom and he trips out

that used to be me
but now i’m a grownup
and i can’t stand bye stupidly
and eat some halucinogins

while the fury beasts wage battle against the vikings 
(the vikings from the land of my fathers)

no i can’t stand by anymore
while beasts grab ahold of my soul

which is what i was just thinking about

(souls)

why their so heavy and pink





HEY Sneeka Get a roOM

HEY Sneeka     get a room

get a boum mic

sucka ass           sneeka-pimp

MC sleep-at-it

play all bonus levels:  wrestlemania, poop, dope



Thickk Downear

mare bolemeet
is me misunderstanding marc bolan

name my kitty Hubcapdiamondstarhalo
any ways

a pill i can’t hear

thru valiums i am BEAST / you are porrige 
(you promised!)

 



GeT beer OUT / furrrry MoNdALA

eject the suds from my gut it’s only a card game so what

so what

so you can drink better than me

can you write a sestina?

well neither can i

so what 

oh no suds are furry 

go go sick

go & get some furr



suPer Guro-no

at this time the plot is ruined by
terrible distractions of the most
gruesome origin!  blood thirst!

in this saga only one item is clear
and that is MAXIMUM DEATH!!!
IS FILLTH!!

also and elegy to youths who Endure 
nameless fears and hurts!  weary before 
their time they do not know what they do!



No-No CAP

crib it      (nine count four)

chew it and spit it

bang a rythem, 
do a bitch-ass scribble

be a pathway or cover
the hole you were made in it





Kichigai assHOLE RaVEup

bohemoth riffs
bore in to my skull
(has you ever get mirrrrr?)

    lick Lick sick on it
sit on it, cheese

happy riff noise machine
desire machine    beast machine
falconmachine

riff skull / riff on skull



bot

got outerspace in the eye

bits wage war with bots in a struggle
for outerspaces soul

who wins?  i win!

i have megaforce squadron you don’t



Teenage MU-tant NiNja FuCKheads (slight return, zoong)

before you enter my dojo

i give you permission to eat some drugs

on second thought i really think you should just eat a few drugs

so its more like a suggestion and not a option

the peril is just so close you know

the mayhem & destruction

(my mantra)

if i told it to my fist can destroy the world

my fist destroys the whole entire world

the whole world that has things in it

and those things will die

things like cops

and lemurs



glueHead U*S*A* 

apply ring modulater on gl- 
uehead u.s.a. and see what sounds

thank you verymuch that is all





HiBAKUSHA (fer KX)

 boum   boum       boum        
boubm     boum         boum        
       boum     bm   boum

attention mushroom mutent!
those speakers are bloor out

who and how is a speaker?
it speaks
it squeaks
it squeals
he squawks
he squalls

speak and you manifest bloor
so best to now contemplate  

burnt-inside/outside-core-thot:
mutating sucks ass, all hail



NOH.

Korean lady all lit up against 
purple stalks in the tomb

ha! beyond exorcism 2029



ShinaYAKaNa kemonotachi

{throbbing sound condition of erotic possibltiy equals 680Hz or a trillion times a day}

beast beats getting slime in on them

playing base in a heavy metall situation

best beats getting some on them / keep

that scuzz warm so it’s a fetal beatblaster   



BONGWarriOR

early spring and convulsed  

with unquenchable longing for the

rock band of the four devils!

how dumb to get pregnant – little 

girl can’t wait to be all grown up!





Scynthae vs. WreCKthcyzillas

the battles of manticore and radioactive monsters
are dead television 

retro analog monster is what its at

in the battle of scynth plugin against my fist
my fist shall prevail / no mercy

my fist inflicts damage for all time into the future

now let me say just a little about the future:

GRRRRRrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr..........splut



full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full contact in gargle space with brutus vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vegetable!
full combat in gargle space with a brutal vengeance!
full combat in google space with brutal vegeance!
full combat in gargle space with  brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
flood compact in gargle space with brutal veneance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal violence!
full combat in gogle space with brutal vegeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
flood combat in gargle space with brutal veneance!
full contact in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full  combat in gargle space with a brutal venegance!
foll combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in a gargle space with brutal vegetables!
foil contact in gragle space with brutal vegeneance!
full combat in gargle space with brural vengeance!
full  combat in gargle space with a brutal vengeance!
full contarct in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle s pace with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal violence!
full combat in gargke space with brutal vengeance!
full wombat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in a gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full comnat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle s pace with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with a brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutalvengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!



full combat in google space with brutal vengeance!
ful combat in gwrgle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!!
full combat on gargle space with brutal vengeance!
fill combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full contact in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in a gurgle space with brutal vengeance!
full wombat on gargle space with brutal violence!
full combat in gargle space wuth brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full contract in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle space with brutal violence!
full combat in gargke space with brutal vengeance!
full combat in gargle s pace with brutal vengeance!
full combat in a gargle space with brutal vengeance!
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